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clinical behaviour, outcome, and response to therapy. 

The basal-like breast carcinoma has gained attention 

among breast carcinomas subgroups because of its high 

occurrence, weak baseline prognosis, tendency to affect 

younger women and inadequacy of efficient targeted 

therapies. This subtype comprises approximately                    

15-20% of breast cancers.2,3 Characterisation for              

basal-like breast carcinomas requires two different 

approaches, microarray-based expression profiling and 

immunohistochemistry (IHC). In arrays, the basal-like 

breast carcinomas are commonly ER-negative, PR-

negative and lack of HER2 over expression, which is 

known as triple negative breast carcinoma (TNBC).4,6,7 

Nevertheless, not all basal-like tumours are classified as 

TNBC carcinomas and not all TNBC carcinomas are 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Breast cancer is known to be a type of exceptionally 

heterogeneous tumours. It is ranked as the most 

common cancer affecting women worldwide. A               

recent molecular-based approach has clustered breast 

carcinomas based on gene expression profiles.1 Luminal 

A, luminal B, HER2 over-expressive, normal breast-like 

and basal like are the five main classes of breast cancer 

subgroups which demonstrate substantial variation in 
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known recent prognostic factors in these different 

breast cancer subtypes can enhance treatment options.  

 

Apoptosis proteins inhibitor (IAP) family consists of 

survivin. This protein plays various roles in assisting 

cancer survival, which comprise of cell death 

suppression, cell-cycle control, particularly at the mitosis 

stage and cytoprotection.5 Findings from the previous 

studies proposed that tumour cells thrive with survivin 

due to their ability to withstand chemotherapy/radiation 

therapy and therefore, associated to poor prognosis.6,8 

These results indicate that survivin could be a potential 

molecular target to combat cancerous growth in 

human.5,9 However, conflicting data exists on survivin 

prognostic effect in breast cancer due its different 

localization in both nuclear and cytoplasmic 

compartments. Relative to cytoplasmic, elevated 

expression of survivin in nuclear compartments has 

been shown to be associated with reduced overall 

survival (OS) and breast cancer-specific survival 

(BCSS).10,11 

 

Recently, the prognostic significance of survivin within 

the molecular subtypes of breast carcinomas has been 

denoted.12-14 Despite that, research on the prognostic 

function of survivin in triple negative and basal breast 

carcinoma is minimal. It will be interesting to know the 

expression of survivin in basal-like breast carcinoma, 

which is the most interesting subtype of breast 

carcinoma that associated with poorer prognosis, 

shorter survival and a relatively high mortality rate. This 

research therefore aims to examine survivin expression 

in the two phenotypes of breast carcinomas involving 

human triple negative basal-like and triple negative non-

basal-like and to compare the prognostic effect on both 

phenotypes.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Breast cancer specimens 

 

Blocks of breast carcinoma tissues from lumpectomy, 

wide excision and mastectomy specimens of 94 patients 

diagnosed as invasive breast carcinoma, of no special 

type (NST) were acquired for the study from Hospital 

Universiti Sains Malaysia. Initially, the cancerous tissues 

were fixed using formalin and embedded with paraffin 

to make the tissue blocks. Details on age, gender, size of 

tumour and status of the lymph node were collected 

from the medical record and Pathology Registry of 

patients. Ethical approval for this research was acquired 

from Ethical Committee of Universiti Sains Malaysia 

(USMKK/PPP/JEPeM 253.3.(13)). 

 

The tissue slides were obtained to examine the tumour 

grades. The modified Scarff-Bloom Richardson grading 

system was applied to grade the breast tumours.13 

Immunohistochemical stain slides for ER, PR and 

HER2 overexpression were collected and examined. For 

scoring, Allred Scoring System and Dako Hercep Test 

Protocol System were followed.15,16 All 94 samples were 

then stained with survivin and for all TNBC cases were 

stained with CK 5/6 to determine the basal-like variant. 

Cases with positive CK 5/6 were classified as Basal-like 

triple negative (BLTN) breast cancer. 

 

Immunohistochemical staining for Survivin and CK 

5/6 

 

Indirect immunohistochemistry staining for analysis of 

survivin and CK 5/6 was performed by using survivin 

and CK 5/6 primary antibodies. Survivin is a 

monoclonal antibody derived from a mouse [clone: 

12C4, isotype: IgG2a, kappa, manufactured and 

marketed by Dako Denmark A/S with product code 

M3642]. The cellular staining is nuclear and/or 

cytoplasmic. CK 5/6 is a monoclonal antibody derived 

from a mouse, with clone D5/16 B4, manufactured and 

marketed by Dako Denmark A/S. The formalin-fixed, 

paraffin embedded tissues were cut into sections of 3µ 

thickness. Deparaffinization of tissue sections was done 

with the use of xylene. Then, graded alcohols were used 

for rinsing purpose. Endogenous peroxidase activity was 

inhibited in 3% hydrogen peroxidase for 5 minutes 

incubation, accompanied by distilled water rinsing. 

Afterwards, the sections were immersed in citrate 

buffer, ph6.0 for survivin and ethylenediaminetetraacetic 

acid (EDTA), ph9.0 for CK 5/6 for antigen recovery, 

followed by 3-minute heating in pressure cooker 

(DAKO, Denmark). The primary survivin antibody was 

added to the sections with 1:50 dilution and overnight 

incubation was performed at 40℃ using immunostainer 

squenza. Subsequently, CK 5/6 primary antibody was 

added with 1:50 dilutions to the sections and incubated 

for 1 hour at room temperature. These processes were 

followed by rinsing twice using tris buffer saline (TBS). 
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Each section was treated with two drops of              

horseradish peroxidase (HRP) polymer followed by      

one-hour incubation at room temperature. Then, 

Diaminobenzidine (DAB), a chromogen from DAKO 

was added to the sections, followed by incubation for 1 

minute and haematoxylin counterstain. Slides that were 

not stained with primary antibodies classified as negative 

controls and were tested with each staining batch, along 

with positive controls for each antibody. For survivin, 

reported case of colorectal cancer served as positive 

control and tonsil tissue was used for positive control of 

CK 5/6.  

 

Staining characteristic and scoring 

 

The expression of survivin in the different samples was 

analysed using a previously used method of scoring.17 

The evaluation of positive tumour cells mean in 

percentage were performed by analysing  the positive 

cells at 400x magnification in minimum of five areas, 

and allocated based on the following classification: (a) ‘0’ 

< 5%; (b) ‘1’ 5%-20%; (c) ‘2’ 21%-50%; (d) ‘3’ 51%-

Figure 1: Representative images of survivin immunohistochemical 
staining expression pattern (magnification, x400). (A) Negative 
staining for nuclear and cytoplasmic expression of survivin. (B) 
Positive staining for nuclear expression of survivin. (C) Positive 
staining for cytoplasmic expression of survivin. (D) Positive staining 
for both nuclear and cytoplasmic survivin expression. 

A B 

C D 

 

75%; and (e) ‘4’ >75%. The survivin immunostaining 

intensity was done semiquantitatively as weak (1+), 

moderate (2+) and intense (3+). Predominant pattern 

was included when scoring in the case of heterogeneous 

staining tumours. For each case, a weighted score was 

obtained by multiplying the positive tumour cells score 

with the score of staining intensity. Cases of ≥1 

weighted score were interpreted as positive and          

negative for <1 weighted score cases (Figure 1). 

Immunoreactivity microscopy was evaluated by two 

separate observers. 

 

Data analysis 

 

Statistical analysis was carried out using the programme 

version 20.0 of the Statistical Package for the Social 

Sciences (SPSS). All data were presented as frequency 

and percentage. Chi-square or Fisher-exact test was used 

to evaluate the association between expression of 

survivin in both basal and non-basal like triple negative 

breast carcinoma with other clinicopathological 

variables. In this research, the significance level was 

calculated when p value is <0.05. 

 

RESULTS 

 

Incidence of Triple Negative Breast Cancer (TNBC) 

and basal-like triple negative (BLTN) subtypes 

 

39 out of 94 total cases involved in this research did not 

display immunoreactivity towards ER, PR and HER2. 

These cases were classified as Triple Negative Breast 

Cancer (TNBC) and the remaining 55 cases were 

classified as non-TNBC. Staining for CK 5/6 was 

performed amongst TNBC to characterise the basal-like 

triple negative (BLTN) subtype. Sixteen out of 39 

TNBC cases were positive for CK 5/6 and labelled as 

BLTN and 23 cases were labelled as non-BLTN. 

 

The incidence of TNBC were significantly associated 

with clinicopathological features including race, nuclear 

pleomorphism, mitotic count, tubule formation, grade of 

tumour, hormonal status of ER, PR and HER2 (Table 

I). However, we observed no significant association 

between BLTN cases with all the clinicopathological 

factors variables (Table II). 
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Variable   n (%) p-
value TNBC Non-TNBC 

n=39 n=55 

Age ≤ 50 years 
old 

16 (42.1) 22 (57.9) >0.95 

  > 50 years 
old 

23 (41.1) 33 (58.9)   

Race Malay 37 (45.7) 44 (54.3) 0.027a 

  Chinese 1 (9.1) 10 (90.9)   

  Others 1 (50.0) 1 (50.0)   

Specimen Mastectomy 31 (39.7) 47 (60.3) 0.212a 

  Lumpectomy 7 (70.0) 3 (30.0)   

  Wide        
excision 

1 (16.7) 5 (83.3)   

Tumour 
size (cm) 

≤ 2 2 (22.2) 7 (77.8) 0.313 

  >2 but ≤ 5 18 (39.1) 28 (60.9)   

  >5 19 (48.7) 20 (51.3)   

Nuclear 
pleo-
morphism 

Score 1 
(mild) 

0 (0.0) 5 (100.0) 0.001a 

Score 2 
(moderate) 

20 (32.8) 41 (67.2)   

Score 3 
(marked) 

19 (67.9) 9 (32.1)   

Mitotic 
count 

Score 1 5 (27.8) 13 (72.2) 0.008 

  Score 2 4 (19.0) 17 (81.0)   

  Score 3 30 (54.5) 25 (45.5)   

Tubule 
formation 

Score 1 
(70%) 

2 (25.0) 6 (75.0) 0.004a 

  Score 2      
(10-70%) 

4 (16.7) 20 (83.3)   

  Score 3 
(<10%) 

33 (53.2) 29 (46.8)   

Tumour 
grade 

1 (Score 3-5) 2 (16.7) 10 (83.3) <0.001 

  2 (Score 6-7) 7 (21.2) 26 (78.8)   

  3 (Score 8-9) 30 (61.2) 19 (38.8)   

LN        
metastases 

Present 20 (37.0) 34 (63.0) 0.173 

  Absent 9 (37.5) 15 (62.5)   

  Unknown 10 (62.5) 6 (37.5)   

ER status Positive 0 (0.0) 35 (100.0) <0.001 

  Negative 39 (66.1) 20 (33.9)   

PR status Positive 0 (0.0) 35 (100.0) <0.001 

  Negative 39 (62.9) 23 (37.1)   

HER2 
status 

Positive 0 (0.0) 27 (100.0) <0.001 

  Negative 39 (68.4) 18 (31.6)   

  Equivocal 0 (0.0) 10 (100.0)   

Table I. Associations between clinicopathological parameters with 
Triple Negative Breast Cancer (TNBC) and non-TNBC (n=94) 

aFisher-exact test p-value  

Survivin expression in breast cancer subtypes and 

correlation with patient outcomes 

 

The level of survivin expression was evaluated in 

primary invasive breast cancers. Of the 94 tumours 

evaluated for survivin expression, 27 displayed positive 

expression (28.7%) and 67 were negative expression 

(71.3%). Subcellular localization of survivin-positive 

nuclear staining was accounted for 16/27, while positive 

cytoplasmic staining was accounted for only 8/27. Three 

out of 27 tumours reported to be positive for both 

cytoplasmic and nuclear staining.  

 

21 TNBCs (53.8%) and 6 non-TNBCs (11%) 

demonstrated positive staining for survivin (p= <0.001) 

(Table III). In addition, 8 BLTN subtypes  and 13 non-

BLTN subtypes showed positive survivin staining 

(p=0.752) (Table III). The expression of survivin was 

found to be correlated with nuclear pleomorphism 

(p=0.008), tubular formation (p=0.029), grade of 

tumour (p=0.010), PR status (p=0.001) and ER status 

(p=<0.001) (Table IV). 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Molecular classification of breast cancer is seen to be a 

useful tool for recent cancer management. IHC markers 

such as CK 5/6, EGFR, ER, PR and HER2 are 

generally used in breast cancer subtyping by means of 

immunohistochemistry method. However, in our 

research, only CK 5/6, ER, PR, and HER2 staining 

were performed to segregate the molecular subtypes 

between TNBC (39/94 cases) and BLTN (16/39 cases). 

 

IHC staining for EGFR was not done, however the 

cases were referred as normal-like tumour subtypes. 

There were significant associations between race, mitotic 

count, nuclear pleomorphism, grade of tumour, 

formation of tubule, ER, PR and HER2 hormonal status 

with TNBC cases. However, there was no significant 

association found between all clinicopathological 

variables with BLTN subgroup. 
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Variable 

    n(%) 

p-

value 

    BLTN 

Patient 

Non-BLTN 

Patient 

n =16 n=23 

Age ≤ 50 years      

old 

6 (31.6) 13 (68.4) 0.242 

  > 50 years      

old 

10 (50.0) 10 (50.0)   

Race Malay 16 (43.2) 21 (56.8) <0.95
a 

  Chinese 0 (0.0) 1 (100.0)   

  Others 0 (0.0) 1 (100.0)   

Specimen Mastectomy 11 (35.5) 20 (64.5) 0.284
a 

  Lumpectomy 4 (57.1) 3 (42.9)   

  Wide excision 1 (100.0) 0 (100.0)   

Tumour 

size (cm) 

≤ 2 2 (100.0) 0 (0.0) 0.318
a 

  >2 but ≤ 5 7 (38.9) 11 (61.1)   

  >5 7 (36.8) 122 (63.2)   

Nuclear 

pleo-

morphism 

Score 1                     

(mild) 

0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 0.200
a 

  Score 2        

(moderate) 

6 (30.0) 14 (70.0)   

  Score                          

3 (marked) 

10 (52.6) 9 (47.4)   

Mitotic 

count 

Score 1 1 (20.0) 4 (80.0) 0.735
a 

  Score 2 2 (50.0) 2 (50.0)   

  Score 3 13 (43.3) 17 (56.7)   

Tubule 

formation 

Score 1            

(70%) 

0 (0.0) 2 (100.0) 0.328
a 

  Score 2            

(10-70%) 

3 (75.0) 1 (25.0)   

  Score 3 

(<10%) 

33 (39.4) 20 (60.6)   

Tumour 

grade 

1 (Score 3-5) 0 (0.0) 2 (100.0) 0.706
a 

  2 (Score 6-7) 3 (42.9) 4 (57.1)   

  3 (Score 8-9) 13 (43.3) 17 (56.7)   

LN    

metastases 

Present 9 (45.0) 11 (55.0) 0.912
a 

  Absent 3 (33.3) 6 (66.7)   

  Unknown 4 (40.0) 6 (60.0)   

ER status Positive 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) - 

  Negative 16 (41.0) 23 (59.0)   

PR status Positive 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) - 

  Negative 16 (41.0) 23 (59.0)   

HER2 

status 

Positive 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) - 

  Negative 16 (41.0) 23 (59.0)   

  Equivocal 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)   

aFisher-exact test p-value 
 Others: Chi-square test p-value 

Table II. Associations between clinicopathological parameters 
with basal-like triple negative (BLTN) and non-BLTN (n=39) 

  SURVIVIN EXPRESSION,      n 
(%) 

p-value 

  POSITIVE NEGATIVE 

TNBC 21 (53.8) 18 (46.2) <0.001 

Non-TNBC 6  (11.0) 49 (89.0)   

BLTN 8  (50.0) 8  (50.0) 0.752 

Non-BLTN 13 (56.5) 10 (43.5)   

Table III. Comparison of survivin expression in Triple Negative 
Breast Cancer (TNBC) and basal-like triple negative (BLTN) 

The importance of survivin expression in breast 

carcinoma as a marker in prognosis has been well 

studied.8-15 However, researches on the survivin 

importance for BLTN and TNBC subtypes of breast 

carcinomas, focusing on its significance as a prognostic 

factor is still limited. In our study, survivin expression 

was detected in 29.0% (27/94) of the infiltrating breast 

carcinoma. The cases were considered low as compared 

to previous local study.15 

 

A significant expression of survivin was detected among 

TNBC subtypes (53.8%) as compared to non-TNBC 

(11.0%) (Table III). This suggests a possible role of 

survivin as a prognostic marker for TNBC that             

is normally associated with the aggressive 

phenotype.1,4,12,14 In contrast, there was no significant 

correlation of survivin between BLTN vs non-BLTN 

subtypes (Table III). It was previously reported that 

survivin to be predominantly localised in nuclear and 

cytoplasmic compartments.16-19 Our study also observed 

similar subcellular localization patterns of survivin in 

most of our cases (Figure 1).  

 

The correlation between expression of survivin and 

nuclear pleomorphism (p=0.008), grade of tumour 

(p=0.010), formation of tubule (p=0.029), status of ER 

(p=<0.001) and status of PR (p=0.001) were found to 

be significant. Results from this study are consistent 

with existing studies which showed significant 

associations between expression of survivin with 

negative prognostic factors i.e. negative hormonal status 

of both ER and PR, increased size of tumour, larger 

grade of tumour, late stage of tumour and metastases          

of lymph node,14,17,19,20,22,23 There was no notable 

relationship between expression of survivin with 

ethnicity, age, size of tumours, mitotic count, tubule 
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formation, tumour grade, lymph nodes metastases         

or number of positive nodes, which confirmed          

previous findings.17,21 However, another study reported  

a significant relationship between high survivin 

concentrations and ductal histologic type and younger 

age.14,20 

 

In conclusion, our results indicated that survivin was 

significantly expressed in TNBC subtype. However, 

there was no prognostic impact of survivin in patient 

with BLTN breast carcinoma. Considering the fact that 

the breast carcinoma occurrence of triple negative and 

basal-like subtypes is only about 12-17%, multicentre 

studies are more appropriate to get a larger study sample. 
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